Federal Indian law is perhaps the least respected and most misunderstood area of public law. Although the field produces a steady diet of cases for the Supreme Court, the Justices have little love for the topic.' The work of Indian-law scholars and practitioners seems isolated from the more general span of public law scholarship and practice. Indeed, the mere mention of the field is a conversation stopper for public law generalists of either the academy or the practicing bar.
There are probably many reasons why federal Indian law is out of the mainstream. Some of them involve fairly typical problems of public law: unclear -indeed, largely nonexistent -constitutional text, 2 murky doctrines of case law, 3 the hydraulic pressure upon doctrine of evolving social circumstances, and so on. In addition, there may be some sense on the part of the dominant community that the issues involved in federal Indian law are relatively unimportant in the great scheme of things.
Other factors that contribute to the marginalization of the field are, however, more unusual. Issues concerning the rights of Native Americans are quite different from those involving other minority groups defined by race or ethnicity. Indians had sovereignty, land, and other group rights before their contact with colonizing Europe-and Interpretation in Federal Indian Law, 107 HARV. L. REv. 381, 382-83 (1993) .
2. The Constitution mentions Indians only three times: once to grant Congress the authority to regulate commerce "with the Indian tribes," U.S. CONsT. art. I, § 8, cl. 3, and twice to exclude "Indians not taxed" from the apportionment formula for the House of Representatives, U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2, cI. 3; U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 2.
3. For a brief description of the doctrines the courts have applied to federal Indian law, see Frickey, supra note 1, at 418 n.158.
ans, and they continue to have sovereignty, land, and other group rights today. The wrongs colonization perpetrated were group wrongs rather than individuated injuries. The status of Indian tribes today, which involves collective land ownership, selfgovernment, some aspects of territorial sovereignty, and government-to-government relations with the United States, is unlike anything else in domestic American public law.
Indeed, a fundamental reason for the inscrutability of federal Indian law is that analogies to other areas of public law turn out to be false. Mainstream public law attempts to protect politically powerless members of minority groups from being treated differently from similarly situated persons who are in the majority. 4 These individualistic and integrationist qualities spring from American domestic norms of equal protection associated with Brown v. Board of Education. 5 In contrast, federal Indian law seeks to protect Indians as groups -as peoples, not as people 6 -from forced assimilation and destruction of their separate status. These collectivist and separatist qualities spring, remarkably, from international law notions of sovereignty, which were incorporated into American domestic law in the early nineteenth century by the Marshall Court. 7 Surely this head-spinning contrast between the familiar equal-protection narrative and the unfamiliar Indian law one is a major reason why federal Indian law is sealed off from the public law mainstream. 8 This exclusive focus on law is, however, highly deceiving. For I think it is the context of federal Indian law, even more than its murky doctrines and qualities, that leads to its marginalization. It is plain to anyone who will look that federal Indian law is the law governing the colonization and displacement of the indigenous peoples of this continent by Europeans. The justifications for those colonial acts -acknowledged by our Supreme Court to turn on Christianizing the heathen and confiscating natural resources to use them more efficiently 9 -now seem hollow. The cross-continental march of European-Americans, the brutality of the Indian wars and their aftermaths, and the removal westward and ultimate isolation of Indians on reservations is a story painful to contemplate in a society supposedly premised upon a Constitution that protects against governmental abuse and embodies a social contract based on consent. The unattractiveness of this narrative, its tension with our dominant American narrative of faith in the rule of law, and the difficulty in knowing how to fuse these narratives into lessons of contemporary significance all contribute to the marginal status of federal Indian law. 10 Turning to the current context, contemporary federal Indian law, "on the ground," happens far away from the District of Columbia, on isolated lands called Indian reservations. The people it primarily affects have a third layer of citizenship -membership in the tribe as well as citizenship in the United States and in the state in which they reside -and may consider tribal membership the most significant of the three. They may also adhere to some traditional beliefs and ways of life inconsistent with western, capitalist values. Indeed, it is no small irony that Native Americans are essentially foreigners in their own country," both culturally and legally. 12 Traditional public law scholarship has its difficulties in coming to grips with such far-flung and foreign factors. Frank Pommersheim has sought to identify these deficiencies and to begin to remedy them in his new book, Braid of Feathers: American Indian Law and Contemporary Tribal Life. Pommersheim brings a wealth of experience to the task. He spent over ten years living and working on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation in South Dakota. Now a law professor at the University of South Dakota, Pommersheim sits as an appellate judge for both the Rosebud Sioux Tribe and the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe.
Pommersheim approaches the subject as much with his heart as his head. He acknowledges that his experiences in Indian country have been highly rewarding, both personally and professionally (p. 6). Indeed, he speaks frankly of his friendship toward and obligations to "people and communities who have done so much, with 10. Consider a historian's perspective on why Indian-white history "occupies a backwater status" in that profession:
The majority of American historians seem to regard the whole issue as an endless tale of woe and atrocity committed mostly against Indians, a litany many find redundant, tiresome, and depressing. More pointedly, the Indian experience is viewed, and so treated, as a curious, even quaint sideshow within the larger panorama of Anglo-American performance and achievement in North America. REv. 979 (1981) .
12. Oddly, the field of public law most similar to federal Indian law is immigration law.
See Frickey, supra note 7.
lasting good humor, to highlight the issues and enhance the choices in my own life and those of my family" (p. 13). He recognizes that his view "is not detached nor neutral but engaged and committed" (p. 5), a product of his experiences "in the particular western landscape of Indian country in South Dakota" (p. 6). This abandonment of any pretense of objective, neutral analysis, however, does not undermine his contribution. Indeed, it seems to me that it greatly enhances it, for it replaces the typical, and misleading, "view from nowhere 'l with the actual context of relevance. For as Pommersheim notes, most federal Indian law scholarship focuses almost exclusively on "the pervasive role of Congress and the Supreme Court" (p. 1), failing to acknowledge "the counterweight of tribal sovereignty and authority" (p. 1) and "the understanding and implementation of the indigenous vision that develops in its localized institutional settings" (p. 2).
This, then, is a self-proclaimed "inside-out view from the grassroots, reservation level rather than the traditional top-down view that permeates most Indian law writing" (p. 2). What Pommersheim seeks for tribes is legitimacy in law running in both directions. Tribal governmental institutions, particularly tribal courts, must have "tribal authenticity," and this "'inside-out' authenticity, in turn, must meet the potential constraints of [federal] judicial and congressional review that is necessary to achieve a complementary 'top-down' authenticity" (p. 134). "In many ways," Pommersheim says, "tribal courts are ideally situated to serve as a bridge between local tribal culture and the dominant legal system" (p. 194). Bi-directional connectedness and legitimacy, in turn, could lead to a "true tribal-federal (judicial) dialogue on tribal sovereignty" that seeks "justice [as] a product of conversation rather than unilateral declaration."' 1 4 Ultimately, this institutional dialogue is the vehicle by which Pommersheim hopes to achieve what he sees as "the two most important -indeed, complementaryprojects in the field of federal Indian law.., the decolonization of 13. See THOMAS NAGEL, THm VIEW FROM NOWHERE (1986). 14. P. 193. It is for these reasons that Pommersheim focuses on tribal courts rather than other tribal institutions, such as tribal councils. The linkage between tribal sovereignty and tribal courts, on the one hand, and federal courts and the broader national government, on the other, is by no means obvious, however. As I understand it, and as I shall explain in the remainder of this review, Pommersheim's argument is that tribal courts are the tribal institutions best situated to perform a translational role, articulating the nature of tribal sovereignty and other interests so that non-Indian authorities can understand them; a justificatory role, articulating tribal sovereignty and interests in ways that provide persuasive reasons why nonIndian authorities should not interfere with them; and a legitimating role, upholding important, shared national values through appropriate judicial processes so that federal courts will not second-guess tribal court adjudicative results and will trust tribal courts to review the actions of tribal councils and executive officials. Each of these tasks is part of the tribalfederal judicial dialogue in the pursuit of justice that Pommersheim seeks to foster.
federal Indian law and the simultaneous construction of an indigenous version of tribal sovereignty and self-rule. "' 5 Heady stuff, this. Openly utopian and yet concretely contextual, Pornmersheim asks us to imagine a decolonized federal Indian law and a flourishing tribal life, all with the support of the dominant society. True to his "inside-out" approach, he first considers the reservation context, places the reservation within its broader context in the western United States, and then uses these contextual understandings as the bases for crafting the legal context to achieve the two goals he identifies. I will consider each in turn.
I. A CONTEXT FOR CARING
Pommersheim is explicit in his rationale for examining the context of federal Indian law:
I seek to develop a sense of context -cultural, spiritual, and physical -to help explain why Indian people are committed to reservation life and why non-Indians need to honor and respect that commitment. For it is this commitment to the reservation as place that undergirds all the central legal struggles in Indian country about land, water, natural resources, and jurisdiction. Unless we understand this context, there is little chance that we can forge a commitment to eradicate the stigma of invidious difference while at the same time preserving an enduring pride of difference. Without the human and cultural specifics, the field of Indian law is hopelessly abstract and disconnected from the reality and aspiration of contemporary tribal life. The thick description of the reservation as place provides a context for caring as well as a firm grounding for understanding the pain and promise of law in contemporary Indian life. [p. 8] In my judgment, the major contribution of this book lies in the identification and substantial satisfaction of these aspirations.
By its very nature, federal Indian law is the law of colonial power -case law from what John Marshall once revealingly called "the Courts of the conqueror,"' 6 statutes from the centralized legislature of the colonial government, and so on. It is law made by others and imposed upon indigenous peoples. It is both unsurprising and disturbing, then, that, as Vine Deloria once wrote, "what is missing in federal Indian law are the Indians." 17 15. P. 193. One problem inherent in this project is that federal law will necessarily structure this institutional relationship, and federal lawmakers will have the usual presumptions that federal law is nationwide and uniform. Indian tribes and their members have great diversity across this country, and yet it seems inevitable that tribal institutions and tribal law will have to bend in somewhat similar ways to fit such a national, federal framework. Whether these centripetal and centrifugal forces can be adequately harnessed by working institutions is, thus, a major question.
16 REv. 203, 205 (1989) .
Law created by judges and legislators this far removed from its context is not likely to be functional, attractive, or legitimate in the eyes of those it most directly affects. Similarly, the legal scholars' penchant for analysis generated within the four walls of their offices, grudgingly supplemented by occasional forays into the law library, cannot possibly produce a fully useful examination of law in this context. To be sure, high-level theory, as well as the careful parsing of precedent and other basic legal-process skills, have their role in federal Indian law, as in all other law. The problem remains, however, that under legal-process assumptions " [1] aw is a doing of something, a purposive activity, a continuous striving to solve the basic problems of social living."' 8 It is self-evident that law cannot perform this function without an appreciation of the social setting in question and the values and aspirations of the people the legal regime most directly affects. More specifically, Native Americans, who are full-fledged citizens of the United States, and Indian tribes, which are bona fide sovereigns under domestic American law, deserve equal concern and respect in the process by which our national government, through law, carries out its responsibility of "'establishing, maintaining and perfecting the conditions necessary for community life to perform its role in the complete development of [people] .
' "19
The centerpiece of Pommersheim's contextual presentation is Chapter One, which is a slightly modified version of a law review article he published some years ago. 20 The title, The Reservation as Place, bespeaks the sort of dignity he seeks to bestow upon locales often viewed "as islands of poverty and despair torn from the continent of national progress" (p. 11). Pommersheim attempts to convey the
[h]idden... notion of the reservation as place: a physical, human, legal, and spiritual reality that embodies the history, dreams, and aspirations of Indian people, their communities, and their tribes. It is a place that marks the endurance of Indian communities against the onslaught of a marauding European society; it is also a place that holds the promise of fulfillment. [p. 11] He writes "from two overarching assumptions. One is that, despite grinding poverty and widespread despair, there is nevertheless a flame of hope and a broadening range of choices in almost all aspects of reservation life" (p. 13). The other "is that, whatever the conditions, tribal members have been committed to remaining indelibly Indian, proudly defining themselves as a people apart and resisting full incorporation into the dominant society around them" (p. 13).
In my judgment, this essay largely succeeds in making the reader not only understand, but also empathize with, Indians' reasons for having a fundamental and spiritual attachment to the reservation. At the same time, it does not romanticize the reservation as some idyllic setting 21 or engage in a self-satisfied jeremiad excoriating non-Indians.2 -Achieving the former without pandering along the lines of the latter is no mean feat.
Pommersheim begins with a short explanation of the centrality of land to Indian people: "Land is basic to Indian people; they are part of it and it is part of them; it is their Mother" (p. 13). The land is simultaneously the source of cultural connectedness, "of spiritual origins and sustaining myth," (p. 14) and "a homeland where generations and generations of relatives have lived but their lives and destiny" (p. 14). He then turns to the legal genesis of reservations as the result of a bargained-for exchange. Usually through a treaty with the federal government, the tribe ceded away some aboriginal lands and agreed to cease hostilities with non-Indians in exchange for a guaranteed homeland of vital cultural significance over which the tribe would exercise significant sovereignty. He then addresses attacks upon this "measured separatism," 2 3 focusing on the allotment of reservation lands to individual tribal members and the opening of remaining reservation lands to non-Indian homesteaders (pp. 19-21) . He also considers the assimilative efforts of Christian missionaries, Bureau of Indian Affairs agents, and teachers in Indian country to destroy tribal culture, religion, and language. Particularizing this inquiry, he reviews the South Dakota experience, 21. See p. 34 (noting the "rupture in the relationship of the people to the land" and complaining about "disturbing utopian visions that endlessly romanticize the people and the land"). The current legal analogue to this problem of romanticism might be found in cases suggesting that tribes have more sovereignty in situations in which they are engaged in traditional ways. See, eg., Brendale v. Confederated Tribes & Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation, 492 U.S. 408, 441-44 (1989) (holding that tribe may zone land owned by non-Indians only in portion of the reservation traditionally closed to the public, where few non-Indian lands are located and the area approximates a pristine region retaining uniquely Indian character); Rice v. Rehner, 463 U.S. 713, 733 (1983) (implying that tribal sovereignty is greatest where there has been "a tradition of tribal self-government" on the subject of dispute); Washington v. Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 156-57 (1980) (stating that tribal interest in raising revenue by marketing goods to non-Indians is "strongest when the revenues are derived from value generated on the reservation").
22. See p. 5 (stating that the point is "not to excoriate the 'white man'" but rather "to look to a more humane and morally coherent era that is based in the core values of respect and dignity"); p. 21 ("The point is not to assign blame -an essentially fruitless exercisebut rather to comprehend more deeply the forces at work on the reservation."). 23 . P. 16 (using a term from CHARLES F. WILKINSON, AMERICAN INDIANS, TIME, AND rHm LAW 4 (1986)).
May 1996] where all reservations suffered through allotment and other Indian lands were lost to Missouri River water projects.
Pommersheim concludes with a consideration of the reservation within the broader context of the American West. He argues that " [d] espite the pervasive conflict between tribes and the state and federal governments, and between Indians and non-Indians, other more unitive factors point to similarities in situation that are often not perceived and occasionally even ignored" (p. 27). Indians and non-Indians alike in the West share space, aridity, a love of their land, and a complicated relationship with the federal government. Tribes are often criticized as being too dependent on federal largesse. Pommersheim correctly points out, however, that their nonIndian neighbors are similarly dependent on the federal government and survive through farm subsidies and below-market access to grazing, water, and other public goods. 24 He suggests that the future for both sides is inextricably linked, and if each would "recognize the permanence and legitimacy of the other" (p. 30) and engage in dialogue, much common ground could be identified and usefully exploited. In particular, both sides might be able to develop an overlapping sense of place. 25 For me, this chapter is the cornerstone of the book. It speaks to me in a multitude of ways, providing factual information, cultural perspective, and normative insight. It goes a long way toward filling the yawning chasm between federal Indian law in the books and federal Indian law on the ground. Moreover, I take some solace from it. The chapter ends on a note of hope, 26 a commodity all too scarce in federal Indian law.
24. Yet the Westerners' fierce sense of independence and their resentment of the federal government make all this a strange mix, aptly summed up in the injunction to "'[g]et out, and give us more money."' P. 28 (quoting WALLACE STEGNER, TiH AMERICAN WEST As Livi40 SPACE 15 (1987)).
25. Thus, Pommetsheim's defense of tribal sovereignty builds on legal themes -preexisting rights (to sovereignty and land), unconsented deprivations of these rights (unilateral colonization and displacement of indigenous peoples, forced assimilation), and bilateral legal acknowledgment of those rights (in treaties) -and on cultural themes -the importance of the land and self-determination to Indian culture. For these reasons, in this context there is an intimate connection between sovereignty and individual and group rights. In this instance, at least, sovereignty is more than simply the rights or authority of a government.
Consider its final paragraph:
The breath of despair once so prevalent in Indian country seems to be yielding to the air of hope. The answers to these troubling questions about the land and its economic, cultural, and spiritual roles do not readily reveal themselves, but the questions are increasingly recognized and energetically posed. Nor are these questions confined to Indians and reservations. They also pierce with unerring aim the larger society's assumptions about cultural diversity and the use and exploitation of the earth to sustain economic prodigality and waste. The questions inevitably challenge all of us -Indian and non-Indian, tribes and states alike -to summon the honor and wisdom of ourselves, our communities, and our traditions and to apply them to these relentless and provocative issues. P. 36.
With all that said, the chapter may not work for everyone. I have assigned the underlying law review article to my students in federal Indian law for several years running. Many students find the article worthwhile, but some have difficulty internalizing the material. For them, it may seem too sentimental, too much a matter of airy hopefulness about an environment and the people who populate it.27 The hopefulness of the essay may also strike some persons as a dated indicium of a short period in South.Dakota's recent history when non-Indians seemed especially receptive to conversations with Indians. Nonetheless, the impetus to care about the context of federal Indian law, along with significant perspectives on that context, strike me as an invaluable contribution to the field.
II. CONTEXTUAL LEGITIMACY FOR TRIBAL LAW AND TRIBAL COURTS
As I understand it, one of Pommersheim's most basic goals is to persuade the broader non-Indian legal community to care enough In a later chapter, Pommersheim proposes that tribes and states should attempt to abjure litigation and engage in dialogue to reach accords on fundamental issues. See pp. 153-61.
27. To be sure, these reactions may be a product of when the students read the essay. My students and I discuss it at the beginning of the course, as a way to introduce the reservation context and the importance of federal law to it. At that point, the students may be unable to synthesize legal doctrine and context sufficiently to profit optimallly from the reading. Nonetheless, it seems important to begin the course with an exposure to this context that is so foreign to many students, and I know of no other writing that works as well as this essay.
Rereading the essay at the end of the course may be necessary for a fuller appreciation of it. Indeed, when I asked a policy question in my most recent federal Indian law examination, several students not only mentioned this article, but also commented on how the analysis in it had informed their perspectives.
A more fundamental problem may be that students expect doctrinal analysis when, in fact, Pommersheim is attempting to provide the context for his basically nondoctrinal, postmodem approach to federal Indian law. See infra text accompanying notes 47-61. Essentially, the "reservation as place" is a relational and constitutive concept -focusing on the deep relationships of Indians to the land and to each other and how that is constitutive of individual, collective, and geographical identity -more than a traditional legal concept, based on the law of property, that divorces "things" from the people who "own" them. I am grateful to Jeff Rutherford, my former student, for this insight. In future classes, I shall attempt to determine whether a more forthright confrontation between post-modem analysis and traditional legal conceptions would be fruitful.
28 about the Indian context to provide tribes a breathing space for the construction of institutions, particularly tribal courts, that can develop a truly indigenous law. His message is a timely one, for tribal court jurisdiction may well now be expansive enough to create this opportunity.
Understanding this jurisdictional context requires a brief overview of the nature and limits of tribal sovereignty. One of the most basic premises of federal Indian law is that, prior to contact with Europeans, tribes had sovereignty over their members and their areas. 29 The European encounter locked each tribe into an exclusive sovereign-sovereign relationship with the "discovering" European country, such that the tribe could have sovereign relations and engage in land transactions only with that country. 30 This category of limitations on tribal sovereignty based on tribes' status as "domestic dependent nations" 31 was more recently expanded to deny any criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians 32 and to restrict civil regulatory control over non-Indians on lands within reservations that they own in fee simple. 33 In addition, of course, tribes have lost authority consensually -through treaty agreements, for example -and nonconsensually, when Congress, through the exercise of its judicially sanctioned "plenary power" over Indian affairs, 34 has explicitly preempted tribal power. 35 What all this means is that tribes retain sovereignty today so long as the particular exercise of power is not inconsistent with domestic dependent status and has never been ceded or taken away.
That reservoir of sovereignty turns out to be significant. 36 For tribal courts, it includes the authority to exercise criminal jurisdic- 191, 212 (1978) . The Court later held that tribes also lack the capacity to exercise criminal jurisdiction over nonmember Indians -that is, Indians who are members of a tribe different from the one attempting to exercise the criminal jurisdiction in question. See Duro v. Reina, 495 U.S. 676, 688 (1990) . Congress has overturned this result by a statute that purports to recognize the tribe's inherent sovereignty in this situation, rather than to delegate federal authority to the tribes. See 25 U.S.C. § 1301 (2) REv. 195 (1984) .
35. Under the canons of interpretation found in federal Indian law precedents, Congress must act clearly before courts will sanction an invasion of Indian interests. See Frickey, supra note 1, at 398-426. A recent example of preemption of tribal power is South Dakota v. Bourland, 113 S. Ct. 2309,2319 (1993) (holding that a federal statute taking Indian lands for public recreation area that remained within reservation divested tribe of authority to regulate nonmembers in that area).
36. In addition to presumptive full legislative sovereignty over its members, tribes have been recognized as retaining certain legislative authority over nonmembers, including, for example, the power to tax nonmembers engaged in consensual economic activity in Indian tion over members 37 and over nonmember Indians, 38 and to exclude most non-members from the reservation. 3 9 Tribal judicial jurisdiction in civil cases is quite extensive. State courts have no inherent jurisdiction to entertain causes of action against Indians that arise on the reservation. 40 Because such suits will rarely involve diversity of citizenship, a federal question, or the like, a federal judicial forum ordinarily will not be available, and thus they must almost always be brought in tribal court. Moreover, while tribal courts may not exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians, 41 entertaining a reservation-based civil cause of action against a nonIndian is not foreclosed. The Supreme Court has held that federal courts have federal-question jurisdiction to hear the non-Indian's objection that this tribal-court jurisdiction is inconsistent with domestic dependent status. 42 Nonetheless, the non-Indian must first exhaust all tribal court remedies, including appellate ones, 43 and, if the matter does return to the federal district court, the only issue is whether the tribal court had jurisdiction. 44 Finally, it remains the case that the Constitution does not constrain the exercise of inherent tribal sovereignty in general or the activities of tribal courts in particular. 45 REv. 191 (1994) .
45. This understanding is as old as Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 376 (1896) (holding that because tribal sovereignty existed prior to the Constitution and is not derived from it, tribal action is not subject to the Constitution). Of course, if the tribe is exercising delegated federal authority rather than inherent tribal sovereignty, a strong argument can be made that the Constitution attaches. Cf. United States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544,553-56 (1975) (upholding federal statute authorizing tribe to regulate liquor in Indian country, including when sold by non-Indians, and conceptualizing the statute as delegating authority to the tribe rather than recognizing the tribe's inherent powers).
Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968 (ICRA). 4 6 Consistent with Pommersheim's comparative institutional sensitivity, however, the Supreme Court has interpreted the ICRA narrowly, holding that the statute embodies no implied private right of action for civil relief in federal court. 47 Thus, ICRA claims are the domain of the tribal courts, which therefore have the opportunity to place an indigenous interpretation on Anglo-American concepts such as due process and equal protection.
After providing an overview of this terrain (pp. 79-98), Pommersheim focuses his attention on a fundamental dilemma. Within this shared federal-tribal judicial domain, tribal courts can function well only if they have legitimacy both in the tribe and in the federal system. Without this dual legitimacy, the tribal courts are doomed to ineffectiveness, for they will be either outsider federal agencies without any tribal support or indigenous actors lacking the federal backing necessary to withstand attack within the broader legal system. Yet there is great tension in this enterprise, for the indigenous qualities that may foster legitimacy within the tribe may undercut the legal-process values necessary for legitimacy within the broader legal community as well as within some segments of the tribal community itself.
Pommersheim sees the issue essentially as an overlapping problem of the construction of legal institutions and law. Tribal courts must have the legitimacy necessary both within the tribe and the federal system to elaborate a body of law that itself will be legitimate from the dual perspectives of the tribe and the federal courts. Thus, in Chapter Three, he considers ways to foster the institutional legitimacy of tribal courts, and, in Chapter Four, he turns to how the jurisprudence of tribal courts might unfold. He speaks, of course, from the practical experience of a sitting tribal appellate judge.
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His general prescriptions are, it seems to me, quite appropriate. He is right to suggest that, once tribal courts attain the formal legitimacy necessary under the rule of law -for example, they are duly established by a federally recognized tribe -they should -concentrate on developing a contextual legitimacy running simultaneously in two directions (the tribal and the federal) more than on other, more formal institutional matters. To illustrate the problem, consider a fundamental issue of the formal and the functional: the absence of a separation of powers in many tribal constitutions, and the 46. Pub. L. No. 90-284, tit. II, § § 201-203, 82 Stat. 77 (1968) (codified at 25 U.S.C. § § 1301-1303 (1994) real possibility that the tribal government may refuse to obey a tribal court decision or might even attack the institution of tribal courts itself by seeking to remove the judge or abolish the judiciary. As a formal matter, one might attempt to remedy this situation by seeking an amendment to the tribal constitution. Presented this abstractly, however, why should tribal members support this reform? For what practical and experiential reasons might they wish to invest such faith in often untested tribal courts? 49 In place of formal reform based on abstract political theory and leaps of faith, Pommersheim seems to suggest that the tribal courts must make their legitimacy the old-fashioned way -they must earn it, through the hard, even courageous work of developing an authentic indigenous jurisprudence that nonetheless accords with the fundamental Anglo-American legal-process values expected by both the federal courts and many tribal members. More particularly, to foster the contextual legitimacy of tribal courts, Pommersheim proposes that these courts focus on bringing together the practitioners involved with them -attorneys as well as tribal advocates without any formal legal training -"to form a community helping to carry out an important legitimating function" (p. 71). A tribal bar examination, tribal ethics code, and programs of continuing legal education would foster the development of a professional community that both actually serves the tribal and federal communities well and creates the patina of professionalism that will lend confidence to the whole operation. More generally, the tribal bar could become a unique interpretive community that could guide the difficult process of molding tribal-court adjudication to serve the twin functions of tribal and federal legitimacy.
Pommersheim is surely right to seek such a cooperative effort in the construction of contextual legitimacy for tribal courts. After all, as Steven Burton has explained in a work on which Pommersheim relies, 5 0 it is the work of the legal interpretive community within its 49. Lest this seem a question with an obvious answer, consider whether Americans today would support the institution of Marbury v. Madison-style judicial review if a new Constitution were being drafted and submitted to a plebiscite. The much-debated "countermajoritarian difficulty" that envelops much public-law scholarship is usually discussed at the level of abstract political and moral philosophy. See, e.g., ALEXANDER M. BiCic., THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: Tim SUPREME COURT AT THE BAR OF PoLrrcs 16-23 (1962). The people, in place of the scholars, would see the issue much more practically, I would think, and their views will depend upon their own encounters with the judiciary and their practical fears or hopes concerning a political and administrative process unconstrained by constitutional judicial review. The people's own narrative relationship with the story of Brown -or the story of Roe, or the story of police practices in their communities, and so on -would surely have more persuasive force than a scholar's theoretical contributions.
Similarly, when the federal government investigates the operations of tribal courts, it examines the day-to-day successes and failures, not mere abstract principles such as tribal sovereignty or the separation of powers. REASONING (1985) ).
complex, controversial, but substantially overlapping web of beliefs that specifies the processes and substance of law, as well as its legitimacy, far more than formal deduction from first principles. Moreover, this linkage of education concerning the unique aspects of indigenous law and tribal courts with the role of a professional community is reminiscent of Richard Posner's suggestion concerning the most basic goals of legal education. 51 Pommersheim maintains this antiformalist theme when more directly considering the substance of tribal law. Here he firmly ties himself to the mast of much postmodern legal scholarship. Based on the work of Martha Minow, 52 he posits a dilemma of difference in this context -when should we view tribal institutions and law as different from their dominant-society counterparts in order to reflect authentic values, and when would we see such visions of differences as stigmatizing and hindering the goals of legitimating them within both the tribe and the dominant society? He posits three tribal-court tools for carving out legitimate differences: language, narrative, and the pursuit of justice (p. 103).
In essence, he posits a hermeneutical tribal approach to deploying and interpreting legal language in a manner that holds some promise of legitimate legal evolution and reform. 53 Narratives by tribal courts can educate the dominant society about competing cultural and moral visions, as well as demonstrate concrete reasons why these courts might give little force to some aspects of law imposed upon them from above. Pommersheim illustrates this point of tribal counternarrative by mentioning a tribal appellate opinion he wrote that skeptically viewed a provision of the tribal constitution limiting civil judicial jurisdiction over non-Indians because it 51. As Posner notes:
The most important thing that law school imparts to its students is a feel for the outer bounds of permissible legal argumentation at the time when the education is being imparted. (Later those bounds will change, of course.) What "thinking like a lawyer" means is not the use of special analytic powers but an awareness of approximately how plastic law is at the frontiers -neither infinitely plastic ... nor rigid and predetermined, as many laypersons think -and of the permissible "moves" in arguing for, or against, a change in the law. It is neither method nor doctrine, but a repertoire of acceptable arguments and a feel for the degree and character of doctrinal stability, or, more generally, for the contours of a professional culture -a professional culture lovable to some, hateful to others.
RICHARD POSNER, THE PROBLEMS OF JURISPRUDENCE 100 (1990).
52. See p. 235 n.1 (citing MARTHA MrNow, MAKING ALL THE DIFFERENCE (1990)). 53.
Reading has two faces. One is the text or source of law anchored in some time past. The second is the current situation of the reader presently seeking to understand the text and to apply it to the situation at hand. The resulting "reading," whatever it is, meshes two times, two places, and two interpretations. This process is essentially dialectic in nature and entertains (at least theoretically) the possibility of the emergence of a new synthesis that is less lethal or even nonlethal. As the legal reader must respect the text, however oppressive it might be, so too the text must respect the reader's aspiration and otherness. P. 104.
was the result not of indigenous concerns but rather of unilateral intrusion by the Bureau of Indian . Embracing the work of James Boyd White (pp. 112-15), Pommersheim views the pursuit of justice as an act of "translation," the liberating of legal texts from any obsolete associations surrounding their origin and the transformation of meaning in light of current context. These hermeneutical, narrative, and translational moves, Pommersheim suggests, should incorporate the emerging international human rights norms concerning indigenous persons (pp. 123-26) and suggest concrete modifications of federal public law, including the abandonment of the plenary power doctrine, 54 greater respect and autonomy for tribal sovereignty, and a more coherent set of doctrines (pp. 120-22) .
Although much of his analysis has the signature of recent humanistic legal scholarship, he ends this discussion with a nod to institutional imperatives in law that would make any traditional legalprocess scholar proud. For Pommersheim, "all significant public values are realized through institutions. Better institutions are essential to better lives" (p. 131). The failure of federal Indian law to pay sufficient attention to this issue has "create[d] a grossly distorted picture of the relationship of law to sovereignty" (p. 131) in the field that unduly values the mere federal endorsement of the concepts of tribal sovereignty and tribal courts without concerning itself with the actual development of flourishing institutions with appropriate procedures. 55 It is in this discussion, I think, that Pommersheim himself runs into an essentially insoluble dilemma -not one of difference, but of diffusiveness. He talks about the importance of concrete context, but much of the presentation is made secondhand, through postmodern, abstract scholarly moves. This is an inevitable problem in antiformalist legal scholarship, but it is an acute one in this context, where tribal courts and law are especially foreign to readers.
I know of no way to solve this difficulty. Enlightening the abstract discussions of dilemmas of difference, narratives, justice as translation, and so on, through the use of examples is, however, surely an ameliorative technique. Pommersheim does attempt to do just that. For example, he refers to those involved in the tribal judicial system as working together in many small ways in the shared enterprise of moving tribal courts toward legitimacy (pp. 59, 127-28) . He highlights a field trip his class took to the Rosebud 54. See supra text accompanying note 34. 55. Cf. HART & SACKS, supra note 18, at 3-6 (conducting a legal-process analysis of the development and operation of a system of institutionalized procedures for settling societal questions).
Sioux Tribal Court, where the chief judge told the students about his efforts to promote the legitimacy of the court by traveling throughout the small communities on the reservation and talking with tribal members about the work of the court. The class also observed the judge handle an intrafamily dispute, in which he followed tribal custom in essentially allowing the parties to speak without interruption and in their native language. 56 Pommersheim refers to various provisions of tribal law to illustrate jurisdictional issues (pp. 79, 85-87) and law reform (pp. 127-28) . He uses several tribal court opinions to exemplify the application of tribal law against the backdrop of federal authority. 5 7 He reminds practitioners that tribal courts are the authoritative expositors of tribal law, and thus that state cases are not dispositive and decisions of other tribal courts might be persuasive (pp. 128-29) .
Pommersheim does not supplement these firsthand South Dakota experiences with those found in tribal courts elsewhere. That choice is defensible, for a wider sweep might have diluted his focus. Nonetheless, the interested reader would profit from an examination of the literature on other tribal courts. 58 In particular, if the separation of powers and tribal court independence are major concerns, as Pommersheim (pp. 68, [73] [74] and others 5 9 have explained, an examination of these subjects both from Pommersheim's South 56. See pp. 69-70; see also pp. 131-32 (noting that the chief judge holds week-long court open house, hosts presentations about the court, and has organized an advisory group concerning tribal court practice that is the precursor to a bar association).
57. See pp. 88-89 (observing that one tribal court adopted "minimum contacts" test of International Shoe v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945) , for due process limits on tribal court jurisdiction under the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. § § 1301-1303 (1994) Dakota perspective 60 and from elsewhere 61 would seem especially useful. Pommersheim acknowledges the importance of the issue and opines that " [m] any tribes are sensitive to this problem and have moved to a policy of de facto, if not de jure, separation of powers" (p. 74). His support for this generalization, however, rests only on his own personal experiences in South Dakota and on conversations with Indian judges there (p. 225 n.71), which may leave some readers unsatisfied concerning the validity of the conclusion locally, not to mention nationally. He does note that the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, for which he sits as an appellate judge, recently amended its constitution to incorporate a formal separation of powers (p. 74).
Despite these efforts, and for all of his emphasis upon context, Pommersheim's discussion of tribal courts and law seems more abstract and less intensely human than his discussion of the reservation as place. Of course, it may simply be that talking about law and legal institutions cannot be carried out with the same sense of humanity as talking about a cultural and sovereign homeland for a people. The typical lawyer's joke is premised on precisely this notion of the disjunction between law and the profession of lawyering on the one hand and life and the needs of ordinary people on the other. For Pommersheim, of course, the problem is essentially that he has joined the other side -the perspective of life in general and tribal members in particular -while simultaneously writing descriptively and prescriptively about the law of, and the profession of lawyering in, tribal courts. I was not left disappointed with his discussion so much as left longing for more concrete examples and guidance concerning this challenging and important topic.
60. See Runs After v. United States, 766 F.2d 347 (8th Cir. 1985) (affirming federal district court's refusal to intervene into Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe election dispute despite allegations that the tribal council had terminated a tribal judge and rescinded the tribal court's order requiring reapportionment of tribal council in accord with results of referendum election); LeCompte v. Jewett, 12 ILR 6025, 6027 (Chy. R. Sx. Ct. App. 1985) (adopting Marbury approach to judicial review of actions of tribal council and undertaking judicial supervision of tribal elections). Presumably Pommersheim would approve of this scenario: the federal courts stayed their hand, and the tribal court mustered the authority to impose judicial review. See also p. 74 (stating that the recently amended Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Constitution incorporates formal separation of powers). It would have been interesting to read a discussion by Pommersheim of this or a similar tribal legislative-judicial confrontation.
61. See Valencia-Weber, supra note 58, at 238 nA0. Perhaps the most famous tribal appellate court opinion imposing judicial review in the face of the hostility of tribal leaders is Halona v. MacDonald, 1 Navajo Rptr. 189 (1978) , in which the Navajo Court of Appeals invoked a power of judicial review even though the Navajo have no written constitution. See id.
II. CoNTEXT, LEGITIMACY, AND THE FUTURE OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW
Pommersheim is not alone in his suggestion for greater attention to context in federal Indian law. 62 His major contributions, in my view, are twofold. First, his thick description of the reservation amounts to a translation of that context into words understandable by the larger legal community. Second, his analysis of the comparative institutional competence of tribal courts and federal institutions in accurately assessing this context and working within it to create legal doctrines that are both functional and normatively attractive is a major innovation.
True to his "inside-out" mission, Pommersheim focuses on indirect routes to reform -building the tribal judicial institutions necessary for an indigenous jurisprudence -rather than on direct doctrinal evolution of federal Indian law. To the extent that he discusses those doctrines, his most basic message is that federal Indian law simply should make way for the development of tribal jurisprudence.
A good illustration is his complaint about the plenary power doctrine. Under the case law, congressional power in Indian affairs is essentially limitless. 63 This doctrine is subject to a fairly obvious formal critique. It seems hopelessly inconsistent with one of the most basic principles of constitutional interpretation -the McCulloch 64 understanding that Congress possesses only those powers delegated to it in Article I or elsewhere in the Constitution. 65 Pommersheim alludes to this criticism (pp. 40, 44, 46-50, 120-21) but it seems clear that his major objection is not formal and doctrinal, but rather pragmatic and contextual. For tribes, the problem with plenary power is its "constant destabilizing threat to their very existence and right to self-determination" (p. 122). He urges con-gressiona 66 or judicial 67 amelioration of the plenary power doctrine, but acknowledges the unlikelihood of such reforms in the immediate future. 68 He places his primary hope for reform not on the efforts of non-Indian public officials or scholars, 69 but on the tribal-federal institutional dialogue he has attempted to foster. 70 In the last analysis, for Pommersheim, the keys to reform in federal Indian law are translation, education, and a resulting empathy. Tribes are to be the primary actors, and federal and state political and judicial officials are left in a reactive posture -they are to defer rather than intrude, listen rather than command, empathize rather than colonize. He recognizes that "[t]he process of decolonization can never lead back to a precolonized society" (p. 99). Rather than "institutionaliz[ing] the false dichotomy of dominant versus indigenous" (p. 195), the reform must "synthesize the best of both worlds while actively seeking to achieve a sovereignty that realizes both the necessary federal deference and the normative space to make authentic and enduring tribal choices" (p. 195) . He acknowledges that "[s]uch efforts flow not from mere academic inquiry but from work of the heart and mind" (p. 200). Indeed, he concludes the book as follows:
Inevitably, the feather of Indian law jurisprudence will continue to be a prominent one in the braid of tribal life, complete with the potential to advance and enrich the quality of contemporary indigenous (and majoritarian) life. This potential future is, however, by no means assured, for we must still meet the challenges of history, national diversity, and the ideal of justice. Yet we may be guided by the geography of hope, with its coordinates of commitment, respect, imagination, and engagement. 69. See p. 240 n.85 ("I believe most people in the field of Indian law, but particularly at the state and federal level, have little understanding or 'feel' for the real threat -used often enough in history... -that plenary power holds for Indian people and tribes.").
70. Pommersheim states: Reassertion of the sovereignty doctrine can be greatly augmented, in part, if the courts pay close attention to the articulation of tribal sovereignty as it emanates from tribal court jurisprudence. This emerging jurisprudence contributes significantly in advancing the tribal voice as part of the judicial dialogue on the parameters and contemporary meaning of tribal sovereignty. P. 190.
